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TEAM INTEGY

ALIGNMENT SETUP STATION 2
Like all modern race cars, touring cars are loaded with tuning options. If you
take the time to dial in your car using adjustments such as caster, camber,
track width and toe, you’ll have a real advantage over the competition. The
key is not only to use these options but also to use them accurately. That’s
where setup boards come in. Team Integy’s Team Alignment Setup Station 2
includes everything you need to dial in your race car like a pro, and it costs
about $130. Let’s check it out.

The Setup Station 2 comes in a professionallooking black plastic carrying case and
includes the following pieces: 13.25x6.75-inch
setup board with a bubble level and
adjustable support legs, two setup
wheels, clear plastic toe-angle ruler, four
wheel nuts and two combination caster
and camber-change gauges. That sounds like
a lot, and it is. No worries, though—everything
is very easy to set up and use. The Setup
Station 2 is available in six colors: silver, blue,
purple, red, chrome and gunmetal. The included wheel nuts thread onto standard axles, and
metric axle nuts (C22305M) are optional. The
individual pieces are anodized aluminum, and
the setup board features a replaceable cover.
The Setup Station 2 comes with instructions, so I won’t repeat them here. What you
need to know is that it’s a lot easier than
fumbling around with four or five different
tools. All the pieces are of high quality in
terms of fit and finish. I’ve used the Setup
Station 2 for a few months now, and I haven’t
experienced any problems or noticed any
flaws. It works well and looks good. This system allows you to accurately measure: toe,
track width, camber, camber change and caster.
It’s like having your
own alignment
shop for your
RC car. This

model is
designed for
nitro and electric
touring cars, but
Integy offers systems for
other types of vehicle.
THE VERDICT
Like most RC racers, I’ve always
wanted a setup station, and I’m very
happy to have the Team Integy Alignment
Setup Station 2. I now head to the track with
confidence knowing that my car is set up
accurately. —Matt Higgins

Team Integy Setup Station 2—item
no. varies; $130
Team Integy; integy.com
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Left: the Setup Station comes with
a ruled cover, and replacements
are available. Above: the
open setup wheels allow
easy access to pivot balls.
Right: the gauge measures
caster and camber gain.
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